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Padasalai.Net’s Special – Centum Coaching Team 

Question Paper 2017-2018 
ENGLISH I PAPER 

MARKS : 100    Class: 10            TIME : 21/2 hrs 

SECTION –I ( VOCABULARY : 20 MARKS ) 

I.1. Choose the appropriate synonym of the underlined words.                                                        5x1= 5 

         We are decided (i) permission to enter the drive way ,our house had caught fire while we were 

away and had erupted (ii) in to flames .The firemen who were fighting the flames were staunch (iii) in 

their task of quenching (iv) the fire. We stood forlorn (v) watching them and wondering where we 

would sleep that night 

i.  a) debarred     b) discharged    c) refused     d) renewed  

ii..   a) burst    b) spread     c) kindled    d) grew 

iii.   a) alert     b) fast      c) rapid      d) stead fast  

iv.  a) filling    b) satisfying      c) extinguishing     d) wetting  

v.  a) forsaken   b) longing      c) angry      d) afar 

2..Choose the appropriate antonyms of the underlined words.                                                          5x1= 5 

                Harmonious (i) co – existence of humans animals and plants is essential (ii) for the sustenance 

of human life on earth .The systematic (iii) falling of trees and hunting of endangered animals has led to 

the depletion (iv) of natural (v) resources to a great extent  

i.  a) unsystematic     b) constant      c) uniform     d) consistent  

ii.  a) significant       b) important        c) inessential                d) vital  

iii.  a) unsystematic    b) regular         c) punctual                   d) irresistible  

iv. a) exhaustion        b) crisis                           c) replenishment          d) solution  

v.  a) real         b)un natural                   c) fake     d) insincere  

PART –II 

II. Answer any ten of the following questions.                                                                         10x1= 10 

3. The  common expansion  of DIET  is  ______ 

a) District Institution of Educational Technology  

b) Directorate of Indian Elementary teacher  

c) District institution of Educational Training  

d) Division of Indian Education trainer 

4. Choose the sentence that is correct in its meaning.  

a) The police tried to elicit  information from the accused  

b) The police tried to illicit  information from the accused  

5.  Replace with its equivalent American English word.  

He visited the chemist to buy a crocin tablet  

6. Which of the words given below can be placed  after the word ‘helping’ to form a compound word  

a) Way    b) hand     c) gate    d) game  

7.What is the plural form of the word ‘thesis’     

a) thesi  b) theses     c)  thesae 

8. Attach a prefix to the word ‘lighten’ 

They _______ lighten us  

a) en    b) some    c) keen    d) less 

9.Replace the underlined word in the sentence with one of the phrasal verbs given below  

The milk man did not arrive today at the night time 

a) turn on    b) turn down    c) turn up    d) turn off  
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10..Separate the syllabus of any one of the following words  

a)escape      b) deities    c) dancer  

11.Choose the appropriate word to make a meaningful sentence 

  Mayushika is _____________ in learning English Grammar. 

 a) interest  b) interesting  c) interested  

12.Construct a sentence using one of the words given below  

a) Eligible   b) Attention    c) Exactly    d)  

13.Reframe the sentence using the underlined word as a verb. 

Parents  give protection to their children. 

14. Which of the two sentences given below conveys the following meaning. 

 This suitcase is Japan – made 

a) This suitcase is exported                         b) This suitcase is imported 

SECTION -  II ( GRAMMAR : 25 MARKS ) 

III. Answer the following questions                                                                                             10x1= 10 

15. Which of the option will suit the following sentence 

If I had an aeroplane, ______________ 

a) I’ll give it to you b) I would give it to you        c) I give it to you  

16. Identify the pattern of the following sentence. 

       We called him a Milton. 

a) SVIODO  b) SVOC         c) SVIOC 

17. Choose the correct question tag for the following statement. 

        Do What I say, ________________ ? 

a) will you  b) won’t you          c) do you 

18. Complete the sentence. 

       Viper is _____________ snakes in the world. 

        a)  the most poisonous b) one of the most poisonous c) as poisonous as 

19. Choose which conveys same meaning. 

       God is everywhere. 

       a) God is empty anywhere b) God is absent anywhere c) God is present anywhere 

20. Complete the sentence with correct prepositional phrase. 

       We can use pronouns __________ nouns. 

a) In place of  b) based on   c) in view of 

21. Choose the correct verb form to complete the sentence. 

       She aimed at __________ a gold medal in the board exam. 

        a)  take   b) taking   c) to take  

22. Choose the correct phrase to complete the sentence. 

      They aren’t interested __________ films. 

        a) at seeing  b) on seeing   c) in seeing 

23. Choose the appropriate article to complete the sentence. 

      My uncle was __________ first guest to arrive. 

a) the   b) a    c) an 

24. Choose the appropriate preposition to complete the sentence. 

      The second World War broke out ______ 1939. 

a) by   b) in    c) at 

IV. Answer all the following. Rewrite as directed.                                                                  5x2= 10 

25.  Combine the two sentences into a single sentence. 

    Murugan is in many difficulties. He is cheerful. 
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26.  Rewrite the sentence us7ing the passive voice. 

 Anyone with little common sense can understand these instructions. 

27.  Rewrite the sentence in Direct speech. 

 Selvi told her mother that she would help her to go to the doctor. 

28.  Combine the sentence into a single sentence using ‘ if ’. 

 I am not a woman, I can not marry you. 

29. Read the following sentences and write an observation in a single sentence using any one of the   

degrees of comparison. 

        a) Maruthi  ₹ 2.5 lakhs         b) Hyundai  ₹ 4 lakhs     c) Icon ₹7.5 lakhs  d) Ford ₹ 8 lakhs  

30.Punctuate the following sentence.         5  

             an amazing model shouted Hughie 

 

 

SECTION – III ( Prose : 15 Marks ) PART- I 

V. Answer any five of the following.                                                                                         5x2= 10 

31. What can artist do to save the planet? 

32. What are the dangers faced by the migrating birds? 

33. What aspect of the temple baffles engineers hill this day ? 

34. Differentiate – Millionaire Models  and Model millionaires ? 

35. What is your primary duty towards yourself? 

36. How can the Maharashtra bill help the workers ? 

37. What according to Diwan Singh will happen if he rivers dwindle? 

PART –II 

Answer in any one of the paragraph question.                                                                       1x5= 5 

38.      a) What were the contributions of the Cholas to art and culture ?  (or) 

           b) Comment on the role played by Alan  Trevor in the story ?      (or) 

           c)  How is character important in life ? 

SECTION – IV ( Poem : 20 Marks ) 

VI. 39. Quote the memory                                                                                                                 5 

From   :   I breed.................................................  

To        :   ..............................and make them last.           ( or  ) 

From   :  The barren ........................................... 

To        :   ......................................to hiding new 

VII. Answer of the following questions.                                                                                    5x1=5 

40. ‘‘ If you can fill the unforgiving minute  

       With sixty seconds’’ worth of distance run’’  . 

a) How should we fill the unforgiving minute? 

41. ‘‘ Each laid on other a staying hand ’’  

             a) Who does ‘each’ refer to ? 

42.  Yes ,a warm ,glowing inner beauty  

       Will emerge before your eyes 

      a) Is inner beauty visible to our eyes? Why ? 

43.   Deep pride , then reverence  

        Lo! God man`s image  

a) What is the specialty of the  statue ? 

44.   And all day , the iron wheels are droning ; 

           a) What do you mean by ‘droning ’ 
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Answer of the following questions.                                                                                             5x1=5 

45.   No walls for me no vigil gates  

        No flags no machine guns that blast  

        Citizens of these border states  

        Brother of her brother’s sons  

     a) Bring out the rhyme scheme in this lines 

46.   ‘‘For Oh’’ say the  children we are weary  

         And we can not  run or leap  

          If we cared for any meadows if were merely  

          To drop down in them and sleep  

a) Pick out the rhyming words  

47.   ‘O ye Wheels ‘ Stop !be silent for today  

           a) What is the figure of speech employed here ? 

48.    God in Man’s image ! 

           a) Identify the figure of speech  

49.     Betrays me back ,till the heart of me weeps to belong  

           a) Find out the alliterated words  

 

Answer in any one of the paragraph question.                                                                                1x5= 5 

50 . a) Describe the various qualities of manliness 

       b) Describe how the Shilpi gradually changes a virgin rock into a statue of a god  

       c )What does the poet ‘‘Beautiful Inside ’’ say about ‘‘Inner beauty’’. 

SECTION – V  ( Language Functions : 20 Marks ) 

51.Read the passage carefully and the answer the questions given below.                                 5x2= 10 

                 True education is training of both the head and heart .An uneducated thief may steal from the 

freight car but an educated one may steal the entire rail road. We need to compare for knowledge and 

wisdom and not for grades .knowledge is piling up facts, wisdom is simplifying it.   One could have good 

grades and a degree and still not learn much .The most important thing one can learn is to ``learn to 

learn’’ .People confuse education with the ability to memorise facts .Educating the mind without morals 

crests a maniac in society .Learning is not like eating .It is not how much you eat that matter .what 

matters are how much you digest. Knowledge is potential power ,wisdom is real power  

Questions : 

i)  What is termed as true education ? 

ii) What is the difference between educated and uneducated / 

iii) Differentiate between knowledge and wisdom 

iv) Who is a maniac ?......................................................... 

          a) an over exited person                b) an educated man               c) a mad man               d) a fan  

v) .Define learning  

52. Identify and correct the errors in the following sentences.                                           5x1= 5 

a) His son – in – laws are in America.  

b) It is my. 

c) Lekha is most clever than her sister.  

d) Ramesh is inferior than Radha.  

e) Nile is the longest river in the world.  
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53. Look at the picture and answer the following questions.                                                        5x1= 5 

                     
Questions: 

i)  What are the things termed as? 

ii)  What do above produce? 

iii) How many instruments can you see in the picture ? 

iv) Which is your favourite instrument ? 

v)  Name any four instruments from the picture  
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